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E Cl (1) Engineering ServiceReq_ueS nvesttgaeWater
bution System at .MCAS(H),. New-River

l-i- As requested by reference (a),-the following comments are.
provided regardin8 .water-distribution problems at MCAS(H)

-a .The inadequate water distribution system in the vicinity
of Hangar AS-840 is only one of many groblems associated with the
distribution Systems ar Camp Geigerad MCAS(H) t Ne..:Riv?{. :Boca.use
of poor desisn..and-system modification, operatlon_ai proD&em SUCh

as low water pressure, stagnant water ,.-and recirculaibn between

C, Based on the above, an Enginering service Eequest has been
submitted/o LANTDIV to investigate %’aXlbus problems reg_a.d.n_g tAedistribution system, including those related, to. Hangar AS-U.
copy-of the .ESE attached as the enclosure. Local funds willbe..
provided for he study.

pumpin8 stations are occurring throughout .the __system.,

b. Due to he number of probleum, associated with-the water

distribution System and the int.eT_elacionship of solutionsto -theke problems it-is :our opinicthat, a complete study ofthe- .
:t Geiger and MCAS(H), New .Rierwater dlsczbution systems at Camp. .

should:be" acco=pllshed.- Accordingly, a request for a comptete .._
study- of the dlstzlbutlon wassystem .submited in refe..enc (b)
for fundin8 under Zhe Marine Cops’ Speial IO--&.M-Prosram F.n.dinE
for flats1 year 1984, However, due to lack. el funds, the stuuy

will not..-be funded under Ehis pogram.:as, noted in. Eeference
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2. The point of contact for additional information is Mr. F. E.
Cone, extension 2511.

B. W. ELSTON
Acting
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Engineering Study to investigate Water Distribu-
tion System at Marine Corps Air Station (Helico
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8. DESIRED PLETION DATE

danuary 1985

I. GENERAL: Provide an engineering study to investigate the Water Distribu
tion System at Marine Corps Air Station (Helicopter), New River, Jacksonvill

II. BACKGROUND:
a. Presedtly, the MOQ area is served by an 8-inch dead end distributio

line. This creates stagnant water and low water pressure. MOQ 2003 is an
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CAMPED ESR: 9E84

emergency pumping station with a 300,000 gallon grou .i storage reservoir for

emergency fire protection This station is consideud inadequate for a potable
water source. Presently, water is wasted by overflowing the reservoir to

maintain the minimum chlorine residual.

b. Presently, the whole Camp Geiger area is served by an 8-inch line. If
the demand is not met by Marine Corps Air Station, it is assisted by TC-501

pumping station at Camp Geiger. TC-501 contains a ground water storage tank
with a capacity of 872,000 gallons. If too much water is delivered through
this line, the nearest elevated tank at Camp Geiger (TC-1070) will overflow
while the other elevated tank (TC-606) will decline. The controls for the

distribution pumps located in TC-501 are controlled from TC-606 elevated tank.

c. The only method of filling the 872,000 gallon reservoir is through a

gate valve located in the distribution line at TC-501. If the valve is opened
too much, the water being pumped from TC-501 will recirculate through the

distribution line and return to the reservoir. As this occurs, the
distribution pressure continues to drop since no water is being delivered

except from MCAS. If this continues, the elevated tank (TC-1070) will

overflow.

III. DETAILS OF WORK:

a. Investigate water distribution system for Camp Geiger and MCAS(H), New

River, including delivered water pumps and water tanks.

b. Determine the size of distribution linem,-pumping systems, and storage
tank capacities.

c. Provide preliminary drawings and a’cost estimate to develop a project
to correct deficiencies.

IV. TIME REQUIREMENTS: Completion of study is required by January 1985 to
maintain fire protection system.

V. FUNDS AVAILABLE: This Command will furnish O&MMC funds on request.

VI. POINT OF CONTACT: Mr. G. S. Johnson or Mr. David Southerland, Base

Maintenance Division, AV: 484-5161; FTS: 676-5161.
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MARINE CORPS AIR STATION (HELICOPTER)
NEW RIVER

JACKSONVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING SURVEY REPORT

I JUNE 1977

ENCLOSURE



FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING SURVEY REPORT

Date of Report: i June 197..

i. ACTIVITY: Marine Corps Air Station (Helicopter)

Location: New River, Jacksonville, North Carolina. About 6 miles
south of the center of the. city.

2. DATES OF SURVEY: 9 20 May 1977 (20 Man-Days)

DATE OF LAST REPORT: 23 February 1973

3. SURVEYED BY: E. P. Thomas, Fire Protection Engineer, Atlantic
Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command

APPROVED BY: W. H. Miller, Jr., Head of Fire Protection Branch,
Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command

4. SURVEY DISCUSSED WITH:

COL B. R. Wilkinson, Commanding Officer, New River
COL J. Kovacks, Asst. Chief of Staff-Facilities,

Camp LeJeune
Mr. E. Padgett, Deputy Fire Chief, Camp Lejeune
Mr. S. Wells, Chief Fire Inspector, Camp Lejeune

5. SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS:

This activity, an adjunct to the Marine Corps Base at Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina, is a moderately sized helicopter air station located
about six miles from the City of Jacksonville, North Carolina.
Although the majority of the buildings are of noncombustible construc-
tion, a number of quonset huts and other combustible structures of
W6rld War II vintage remain in use. Most important buildings are
equipped with interior fire alarm systems, although a large percentage
of these systems are out of service due to both vandalism and
inadequate maintenance. Water supply and distribution is generally
adequate except in the 800 Area, across the runway from the principal
areas of the station.

Water distribution system consists of 16-inch to 6-1nch, generally
looped, mains. A 300,000 gallon and a 350,000 gallon elevated tank
floats on the system. Water is supplied from a number of wells to
the Water Treatment Plant, which includes a 400,000 gallon above,round
reservoir.



Fire alarm system is a Gamewell 0.50 milliamp shunt non-interfering
system, using telephone pairs as conductors. Trouble is being
experienced with grounds on this system.

Alterations to buildings by building occupants, including the use
of combustible materials, continues and, in the hangars, these altera-
tions have succeeded in negating important fire protection features
of construction that were initially provided.

6. COMPOSITE FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING-EVALUATION: POOR

a. Comments: Thegrading of "Poor" (formerly "Good") is assigneddue to the overall disregard of the basic rudiments of fire prevention
and protection. Flammable liquids, such as Methyl Ethyl Ketone,
lacquer thinner, acetone and gasoline, are used indiscriminately
without any precautions in numerous important buildings. Although
flammable liquid lockers are generally available, it appears to be
more common to store paints and thinners in the janitors’ closets
within the buildings. No safety cans are provided for flammable
liquids when they must be stored or used within buildings. In
general, these hazardous fluids are also being incorrectly used.
Partitions, enclosures, and offices have been constructed and continue
to be constructed;in many areas, notably the hangars, using plywood
on wood stud. In several areas, "self-help" construction has resulted
in rendering required exits unusable, or is so arranged that additional
exits are required. Maintenance of fire alarm systems and emergency
lights within buildings is inadequate and unsatisfactory, and a high
percentage of building alarm systems are out of service. Some of
.these systems have been out of service for over four years. Emergency
lights, particularly in barracks, are not being maintained. Electrolytelevels in batteries of these lights are generally near zero. In many
emergency lights, batteries have been removed or stolen and never
replaced. One sprinkler system, controlling an office/shop area at one
hangar was damaged by freezing in January 1977. The 4-inch O.S. & Y.
valve was cracked during this freeze-up. Although such parts are
normally readily available, this system remains out of service (over
4 months) "awaiting parts". Fire doors at stair enclosures inmosthangars have had their latch sets removed and have been converted to
"free swinging" types by the installation of push and pull plates.
This is a violation of the requirement that fire doors must positively
latch in the closed position. Roll-up type steel fire doors in these
hangars have also been damaged by boring or cutting through the steel
to create "peep holes" for use when the doors are in closed position.
Considerable difficulty is being experienced with the station fire
alarm system, primarily due to cable problems inherent in the telephone-
guage wire used with this system. No emergency power supply is now
provided for this system and the system is out of service whenever AC
power is lost. Th me/dete stamp n the pint-uuL ecorder of.the
fire alarm system, located in the fire station, has been out of service



for many years. Fire prevention inspections by fire department inspectorsare being properly made, but compliance with recommendations resultingfrom these inspections is lacking.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS: (In descending order Of priority)
Note: Costdata included in these reconendations represent onlya probable range of expenditure and are not intended as an exactestimate of the cost of correction.

a. C__ategory "A" Critical

(Reco=endations for the correction of conditions which involveserious life safety hazards or which have a serious impact upon theability to perfo vital missions.)

A-I-(77): Initiate a campaign of education and enforcement inthe requirements, precautions and hazards of flammable liquid use,storage, and dispensing.

Justification: Dangerous flammabie liquids are used, dispensed,and stored throughout much of the station (notably in and around thehangars) without even the most elementary safety precautions. In oneinstaice, an individual was found to be hand-brush painting theinterior of a room in a hanger with ite lacquer thinned with MethylEthyl Ketone, without any ventilation, and with ordinary electricaland electronic gear in operation in the same space. Open two andfive gallon ordinary stock cans of such hazardous flammables as MEK,acetone, lacquer thinner, flammable paint thinners, lacquer, andgasoline abound. Although flammable liquid lockers and buildingsare generally in evidence near the hangars, it appears to be generalpractice to use these structures for miscellaneous storage and toleave the paints and flanmable liquids within the various shops or,occasionally, in janitors’ closets. Sp.ray painting is routinelyaccomplished in areas not designed nor intended for such operations.Long-standing criteria requires that flammable liquids shall be.stored and dispensed from only UT-listed safety containers withinany building, that spray painting shall be accomplished only in areasproperly designed and equipped for such uses, and that the quantityof flammables within any building shall be limited to that necessaryfor one day’s operation.

(i) Approximate Cost: Limited largely to the purchase ofsafety cans where needed.

(2) Monetary Justification: If left uncorrected, presentconditions could--result in major damage to a hangar and the aircrafand other cones of the st.uLue. It is estimated that such damagecould reach or exceed$1.5 million.



(3) Life Safety: Severe. The flash fire and explosionhazard of the liquids involved, coupled with the overall careless use,is such that anyone in the immediate area of ignition would have little,if any, chance of survival.

(4) Strategic Importance: Not a direct factor.

A-2-(77): Remove the prohibited restrictive hardware onrequired exit doors and restore exit doors to their designed operationalfunction as follows

(a) BEQ 4010: Remove throw-bolts on door at end of south-east corridor, first floor; northeast corridor, second floor; north-west corridor, second floor; southeast, southwest, northeast andnorthwest corridors, third floor.

(b) Mess Hall 4012: Remove crossbar from rear exit doorof dining room (in place during noon meal).

(c) Training Building 4120: Remove the concrete block wallnear the north end of the cross-corridor, which was erected to formthe "Armory", and restore this area to full use as an exit facility.

(d) Exchange Building 4126: Restore the rear exit d,orfrom the Sales Area to service as an exit.

(e) Hangar 4108: Remove the "Coffee Mess/Snack Bar" tablefrom the south end stair tower area. Table is too large and blocksthe exterior exit door.

(f) Hangar 4108: Shorten the counter in the MaintenanceControl Shop of the east end lean-to to permit the required 44-1nchclearance between the exit door from the hangar bay and this room.

(g) Hangar 4108: Remove throw-bolts on both rear exitdoors to outdoors from Maintenance Control Office of HML-268.

(h) Gymnasium: Discontinue chaining and padlocking exitdoors. All exits from the playing floor (except main entrance) werefound locked although the playing floor was in use.

(i) Gymnasium: Remove the steel bar securing the rearexit from the Weight Lifting Room. This door found secured whilethe room was in use.

(j) Building 216: Either make the first floor exit doorat easterly end of the Law Center available to all occupants underall conditions and remove the throw-bolt from this o on the insided padlock an asp from the exterior (located in an office), orprovide a separate exit to outdoors, accessible directly from the



central corridor at the easterly end of the Law Center.

Building 216: Remove the throw-bolt and padlock hasp
on the insidekand the padlock and..hasp on the .exterior of exit
from the westerly end of the Courtroom in the first floor Law Center.

(i) Building 216: Remove the throw-bolts from the exit
doors at both ends of the second and third floors.

Justification: While the necessity for physical security is
recognized and understood, it is, in the majority of instances,
essentially a problem of personnel control and cannot be permitted to
abrogate considerations of life safety. DOD criteria requires that
any required exit door shall be available and operable from inside
under all conditions by either turning a single knob or by depressing
a single bar. The use of unauthorized restrictive hardware assumes
that no emergency will ever occur or that, in the event of an emergency,
personnel can readily unlock these devices and use the exit. This
is fallacious since it does not take into account panic, reduced
visibility and smoke inhalation. For example, a simple crossbar,
normally easily removed, was directly responsible for six deaths in one
fire in recent years. Readily available door operating hardware, such
as 2-point (top and bottom) latching panic hardware, without exterior
door operating hardware can often be effective in solving both the
life safety and physical security problems, when properly installed
and maintained.

(i) Approximate Cost: About $250 per door leaf for removing
present restrictive hardware and providing proper panic hardware. It
is estimated that about $i,000 will be required, plus relocation of
the "Armory", to correct the condition in Training Building 4120.

(2) Monetary, Justification: Not a factor.

(3) Life Safety: Moderate to Severe.

(4) Strategic Importance: Not a factor.

A-3-(7.7): Overhaul, repair and replace missing latch sets,
doom closers and door operating hardware on the following fire doors:

(a) Hangar 4108: Latch assemblies and door operating
hardware have been removed from all fire doors to stairways on second
floor of "lean-to".

(b) Hangar 4108: Door to janitor’s closet, second floor
of "lean-to" near Room 239, must be properly rehung.

(c) Hangar 4108: Door closer inoperable on fire door
between easterly end of hangar bay and east end stair vestibule, first
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floor.

(d) Hangar 4108: Panic hardware and latch set on fire
door at entrance to stair, first floor adjacent to }-268 Avionics
is inoperable.

(e) Hangar 4108: Replace panic hardware and latch set
on fire door between stairwell and exterior vestibule, second stair
tower from west end, first floor.

(f) Hangar 4108: Panic hardware and latch set inoperable
on fire door between hangar bay to stair tower, first floor, second
from west end stair.

(g) Hangar 4108: Latch set has been removed from fire
door between hangar bay and H}-269 head.

(h) Hangar 4108: Latch set and panic hardware has been
removed from fire door between hangar bay and west end stair.

(i) Hangar 518: Door closers on all fire doors between
hangar Bay and shop areas are inoperative or have been removed.

(j) Hangar 518: Repair or replace all roll type steel fire
doors and shutters in fire wall between hangar bay and shops which
have .hd "peep holes" (i" 11/2" die.) cut in them.

(k) Hangar 518: Replace door closer on fire door from
shop area to center stair enclosure on first floor.

(I) Hangar 518: Replace the fire door between hangar
bay and "Armory" which has been damaged by cutting in a homemade
"peep hole".

(m) Hangar 518: Repair the fire doors at the south end
stair tower, first and second floors, which will not latch closed.

(n) Hangar 518: Replace the missinglatch set and door
operating hardware on the fire door at the second floor entrance to
the center stair.

(o) Hangar 518: Repair or replace the door closer of the
fire door at the second floor entrance to the northerly stair tower,
and replace the latch plate.

(p) Hangar 515: Replace the missing latch set and hard-
ware on the fire door between hangar bay and stair, first floor,
adjacent to Mechanical Room iii.
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(q) Hangar 515: Repair and restore to full operatingcondition the fire door on second floor at entrance to end stair(261 Area).

(r) Hangar 515: Replace missing panic hardware and latchets on the fire doors tb stairways second floor, near Room 326 andRoom 226.

(s) Hangar 504: Provide positive-latching hardware onthe stairway fire doors, both floors of both lean-to areas.
(t) Hangar 504: Provide UL-listed Class B (11/2 hour) firedoors in the existing frame between the hangar bay and Sqdn. 461Hydraulic Shop.

Jus tiflcation: Rated fire doors are provided as a means ofpreventing, or delaying, the spread of flames, smoke and toxic gasesfrom the area of fire origin. Vertical openings, such as stairways,form ideal flues or chlmneysi.for the rapid upward spread of fire andtoxic gases. Without properly operating, properly maintained firedoors at the entrance to such vertical shafts, a fire originating ona lower floor will very rapidly spread soke and toxic gases up tothe upper levels, rendering stairways untenable as exits, trappingoccupants of upper levels and substantially increasing the potentialfor severe.injury and death. It is equally essential that high-hazardareas be separated fromother areas and that properly arranged andoperating fire doors be provided in communicating openings not onlyto prevent fire spread but also to protect occupsnts of areas outside.of the area of fire origin until they may safely exit. It is essentialthat fire doors be arranged to be self-closing and to latch positivelyin the closed position. Without positive latching capability, heatpressure and drafts experienced in fires will force fire doors open,completely negating their intended function.

(i) Approximate Cost: An overall average of $250 perdoor leaf is estimated for restoration of panic hardware and latch.sets. Replacement or provision of new fire doors is estimated at$350 per single leaf and up to $1,500 for a large size roll-up type.
(2) Mo?tay Justification: A major fire in a hangarbay without the subdivision by fire doors between hangar bay, shops,ad stair towers could result in damage in the above $2 million range.
(3) Life Safety: Severe

(4) Strategic Importance: Probably slight.



-4-(77) Either strictly prohibit spray painting inthevarious shops of the hangars or provide properly arranged spray paint-ing areas, fully complying with NFPA-33, "Spray Application", andconfine all spray painting to these areas.

Justification: Sheet metal shops and hydraulic shops appearo be the areas in which spray painting is done most frequently.However, painting of various items was found being accomplished inmost shop spaces of the various hangars. Little or no attention isbeing given to the need for adequate, properly arranged mechanicalventilation, explosion-proof electrical eqiuipment, or to the care offlammable liquids. An attempt has been made to create a paint sprayroom in Hangar 4106, but the exhaust fan does not draft from floorlevel as is necessary to remove the heavier-than-air flammable vapors.The extremely hazardous arrangements now in use, coupled with theexcessive amounts of improperly cared for flammable paints, solvents,and thinners, can easily result in a major fire or explosion. Shouldthis occur, serious injury to personnel or death, should be antic-ipated.

.(i) ApProximate Cost: $i0,000 per area.
(2) Monetary Justification: With the present deficient stateof fire doors and lack of separation between spray painting operationsand other areas, a fire originating in, or adjacent to, spray paintingcould result in a loss in excess of $i00,000.

(3) Life Safety: Severe

(4) .Strategic importance: Not a direct factor.
-5-(77): Improve the maintenance and service of fire evacua-tion alarm systems in all buildings where such systems are provided.To improve required maintenance to an acceptable level, it may benecessary to either employ a full-time civilian fire alarm electricianor to contract this work out to a qualified.firm. The following aretypical deficiencies noted:

(a) BEQ 4020: System out of service. Batteries discharged.Manual pull stations missing on third and first floors of southerlystair tower.

(b) BEQ 4015: Fire alarm annunciator in Mechanical Equip-ment Room will not restore to normal. Fire alarm bell gong shellmissing in lounge, west end of first floor. Smoke detectors inlounges have been relocated from center of ceilings to side walls onsecond and third floors. Detectors now mounted so close to ceilingthat outer shell cannot be poper!y placed o, he detectors.Detectors must be either relocated to center of ceiling or lowered
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to provide at least 6-inch clearance between ceiling and upper edgeof detectors.

(c) BEQ 4010: System out of service. Batteriesdischarged. Manual pull station near main entry on first floorissing. Alarm bell in northwest corridor on first floor damaged.
(d) Hangar 4106: Batteries dead Trouble bell gongshells missing.

(e) Hangar 518: Batteries nearly dead. Charger in’igh-rate" position. Trouble bells out of ,service.

(f) BOQ 705: The original key-operated reset switch hasbeen removed from the Simplex panel and an unenclosed light switchhung on the outside of the panel to replace it.

(g) BEQ 211: Alarm bell gong shells missing on first andthird floors. Striker mechanisms damaged. Manual pull stationmissing at East end of first floor. Fire alarm relay panel removed.System direct-wired to coded transmitter. (Appears to be 120V ACsystem wired to 24V DC transmitter.)

(h) Dispensary 302: System out of service. Step-downtransformer missing from control panel.

Justification: Fire evacuation alarm systems provide themeans of simultaneously alerting building occupants of the need tovacate the building and to alert the fire department to respond toa fire emergency. Not only is the response time of fire fighterscritical in minimizing property damage and reducing the potential forloss of life, but the evacuation of all occupants of the buildingis of even greater importance. In sleeping occupancles:and in build-ings where there may be moderate to large numbers of people, theproblem of occupant notification of emergency situations is increased.For these reasons, DOD has established requirements for the provisionof these systems. Maintaining these systems incondition is at least a .... full operatings nportant as their initial provision. Aninoperable or unreliable system is false security and dependence uponit can lead to injury or death. At present, maintenance is theresponsibility of military telephone repairmen from Camp Lejeune.Unfortunately these repairmen are subject to transfer before gainingsufficient expertise in the several makes of fire alarm systemsinstalled.

(I) Approximate Cost: $250 per building.

pOspeed of res t a direct factor, although
to fire. g s is essential in minimizing loss due



(3) Life Safety: Moderate to Severe.

(4) Strategic Importance: Not applicable.

A-6-(77): Remodel at least one bedroom window in each bedroomof each living unit in the MEMQ area to comply with DOD and HUD require-ients.

Justification: }st serious fires, from a life safety stand-point, occur in family housing during the. nighttime hours. Frequently,normal paths of egress from bedrooms are untenable due to smoke andfire. The only other means of egress, or for entry by would-berescuers, is bedroom windows. For these reasons, the "Life SafetyCode" and HUD requirements, both a part of DOD criteria, have
established the following requirements for housing units:

(a) Each bedroom shall have at least one window in anexterior wall.

(b) At least one window in each bedroom shall:

(i) Be operable from inside without the use of tools.

(2) The bottom of the window shall not be more than4-feet above the floor.

(3) The window shall be openable to provide a clearopening of not less than 20-inches in width and 24-inches in heightand not less than 5.7 square feet in total area.

(i) Approximate Cost: $200 per bedroom.

(2) Monetary. Justification: Not applicable.

(3) Life Safety: Severe

(4) Strategic Importance: None

A-7-(64)(Revised): Construct and equip in accordance withNFPA-33, "Spray Finishing", a well detached building to house allspray painting operations for the facility. Until such a building isprovided, properly arrange the paint spraying operation in Building116 as follows:

(a) Enclose both windows with masonry units the samethickness as the wall.

(b) Replace the combustible ce-g material
bustible material.
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(c) Install an exhaust system with metal ducts terminatingapproximately 6-inches above the floor. The exhaust duct should dis-charge through the side wall of the building and extend above the roof.
(d) Replace all electrical wiring and fixtures outsideof the spraying area with that approved for Class I Division 2azardous locations.

(e) Remove all electrical wiring and equipment from theadjoining 1-story wood frame lean-to. The wiring in this area isextremely poor and completely unsafe.

Justification: The ordinary electrical systems and improperexhaust system for the spray painting operation present life safetyhazards to all personnel in or around the building.

(i) Approximate Cost: $30,000

(2) Monetary Justification: Building original cost is $1,501.
(3) Life Safety: Severe

(4) Strategic importance: None

A-8-(77): Provide complete, or extend to cover throughout thebuilding, fire alarm systems in the following buildings:

Building
Approximate

Cost Remarks
"O" Club 710 $3500

Commissary 414 $2500

Exchange 232 $1500

Service Club 208 $I000

Complete system required

Complete system required

Extend existing

Extend existing

Justification: Fire alarm systems are required in buildings asa means of alerting occupants rapidly and reliably of the need to leavethe building due to fire or other mnergency. When properly connectedto the station fire alarm system, they also alert the fire department,reducing response time with consequent minimization of loss due to fire.Current DOD criteria requires such systems in other than sleepingoccupancies where 50 or more persons may normally be expected to bepresent during normal hours of operation.

(I) Approximate Cost.: See table.



(2) Monetary Justification

(3) Life Safetx: Moderate

Not a direct factor.

(4) Strategic Importae: None

A-9-(77): Rework all LP gas heating system installations andfuel cylner ’arrangements throughout the station to comply with thepertinent requirements of NFPA-54, "National Fuel Gas Code", and NFPA-58, "Liquified Petroleum Gases". Important items which should receivepriority attention are as follows:

(a) All LP gas cylinders must be mounted on a firm, levelfoundation (preferably concrete or masonry) free from the possibilityof settlnent and so situated as to not be subject to the possibilityof mechanical injury from vehicles or other causes.

(b) All LP gas cylinders must be located and arranged sothat the discharge of the safety relief device is at least 3-feethorizontally from any building opening below the relief device and atleast 5-feet in any direction from any ventilation system intake.
(c) Regulators on all LP gas cylinders must be securelyattached to the container valves or containers, or to supportingstandards or building walls.

(d) All piping between cylinders and appliances shouldbe as short as practicable, consistent with considerations ofpossible settling and location. The present practice of leavinga coil of 3 to i0 feet of copper tubing between the cylinders andthe exterior of the building is undesirable and potentially hazardous.
(e) All supply piping between cylinders and exterior ofbuilding must be protected against mechanical injury either bylocation and support or by housing the existing copper tubing insideof I/2-inch steel pipe. Protection by steel pipe should also beprovided wherever it is necessary to run copper supply lines exposedo6 floors within buildings.

codes utifi?ftion:. While it is not known what, if any, localexmsu in the Jacksonville area, it would appear that the localLP gas supplier is not adhering to the practices required on Governmentinstallations. The large LP gas cylinders are installed whereverconvenient without adequate regard for land condition or contour.Regulators attached to cylinders are frequently without support otherthan that furnished by the 6 to 10-inch length of 3/8-inch coppertubing between shutoff valve and regulator. Supply tubing betweenregulator and exterior of building is generally excessive and left na loose coil: ,,o + -_
epriencing mechanical injury.Complaints of gas leaks are common.
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(I) Approximate Cost: Undetermined. It is not known to
what extent the local supplier has control of each installation, An
examination of the supplier’s con[act should fix the extent of his
responsibility. Interior correction of deficiencies is expected to
average less than $i00 per installation.

(2) Monetary Justification: Gas leakage, cylinder tip
over, and supply line breakage can result in the formation of an
LP gas cloud either inside a building or exterior to the building.
The numerous, ever-present sources of ignition, particularly within
a building, can result in ignition and explosion. Dependent upon
the precise building under consideration, a loss of up to $i00,000
could be anticipated.

(3) Life Safety: Moderate

(4) Strategic Importance: Undetermined

A-I0-(77): Where BEQs have been remodeled from open squad
bays to individual 2-4 man rooms by the erection of concrete block
walls, creating a central corridor, extend the corridor walls to
tight against the floor or roof deck assembly above with materials
which ill provide at least a one hour fire resistance rating.
BEQs 212, 213, 214, and 4010 are examples.

Justification: Current DOD criteria requires corridors in
BEQs and similar occupancies to have l-hour fire resistance ratings.In the event of a fire in one of the sleeping rooms, the central
corridor must stay free of flame, smoke and toxic gases to permit
the occupants of the building to escape. The existing construction
stops just above the suspended ceiling. The concealed space above
the suspended ceiling is approximately 2-feet deep, adequate to
permit occupants to move from their own room to above the ceiling,
across the corridor, and into rooms of other occupants. As a result,
many ceiling panels have been removed, completely negating even the
minimum protection afforded the suspended ceiling (which has very
little fire resistance rating).

(i) Approximate Cost: Continued use of concrete block
is desirable because of its permanency. It is estimated that the
work could be accomplished in BEQs 212, 213, and 214 for about $5,000
per building and for about $15,000 in BEQ 4010. The use of 5/8-inch
gypsum board on metal studs would reduce this cost approximately 50%.

(2) Monetary Justification: Slight. Some reduction in
smoke and water damage due to fire should be anticipated due to
improved confinement.

(3) Life Safety: Moderate



(4) Strategic Importance: None

b. Category "B" Important

(Recommendations for correction of conditions which involve
important life safety hazards, which present significant monetary loss
potentials, or which affect mission capabilities of a noncritical
nature. )

B-II-(77): Replace sprinkler heads, which have been removed
and outlets plugged, in the following areas:

(a) Hangar 4100 (VMO): All outlets in the Air Receiver/Transformer Room, first floor to lean-to. The use of 286F sprinklerheads is recommended.

(b) Hangar 5].8: All outlets in Electrical Switchgear
Room, first floor of lean-to. 212F sprinkler heads are recommended.

(c) Hangar 515: Replace sprinklers and branch line pipingwhich have been removed from Electrical Room 211, first floor of
lean-to. 212F sprinkler heads are recommended.

(d) Hangar 504: Extend sprinkler protection to coverhroughout the.presently unsprinklered spaces within the Communica-
tions Center on second floor. Replace sprinkler heads which were
removed from both electrical switchgear rooms on the first floor of
both lean-tos. 212F sprinkler heads are recommended.

Justification: In each of the above locations, sprinkler
protection was originally provided. The unjustified and unwarranted
fear of water discharge onto electrical apparatus and the equally
unwarranted fear of electrical shock to personnel from such water
discharge resulted in the removal of the required protection from
these rooms and areas by station forces. It is worthy of mention that
one of the most reliable and effective means of protection for large
industrial transformers, for many years, continues to be automatic
water spray systems. The order of failure, with consequent dischargeof water, of modern sprinkler heads, except when damaged through
mechanical injury, is so low that it is practically nonexistent. The
removal of sprinklers from these areas has failed to consider the
fact that the rooms involved are not constructed as transformer vaults
and that, without the required sprinkler protection, a fire occurring
in the electrical room can jeopardize the entire building.

(i) Approximate Cost: $25 per sprinkler head.

(2) Monetary Justification: T absence of automatic alarm
transmission and consequent delay in discovering,,coupled with the
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absence of water discharge, could result in severe structural and
operational damage to a multi-million dollar building.

(3) Life Safety: Not a direct factor.

(4) Strategic Importance: The critical effect of theloss of one hangar upon the mission of the activity is not known.

B-12-(77): Remove the combustible partitions (generallyplywood on wood stud), enclosures and interior wood or wallboard
combustible paneling in the following areas:

(a) Exchange Building 4126: Plywood wall paneling,
tempered hardboard and pegboard used as interior finish.

(b) Nangar 4108: Plood partition in Avionics Shop of
enclosed 1-story lean-to at easterly end. Plywood partitions sub-
dividing former heads on first of 2-story lean-to, now occupied asHML-268 Avionics, and h-269 Avionics.

(c) Hangar 4106: Plywood partitions in GSE Area, firstof lean-to. Plywood walls of Production Control Office. Plywood
exterior wall at east end lean-to.

(d) Hangar 515: Plywood partitions in shops of Sqdn. 261.Plywood partitions in Room 120, second floor.

(e) Hangar 504: Wood paneling in the undercab level
of the control tower. The high percentage of highly combustible
low density cellulose acoustic tile on walls and ceilings of the
Communication Center on the second floor. All plywood partitions andenclosures in the many shops.

(f) Ground Electronics Building 849: The numerous plywoodenclosed shop and office partitions.

(g) Flying Club 831: The combustible enclosure for thegas-fired heating furnace. (Note: This building is entirely sheathedon the interior with combustible material and technicall should be100% sprinklered. However, the value and importance of the structure
is inadequate to warrant the expense.)

Justification: Combustible materials not only increase thefire potential of any building by providing materials very susceptible
to ignition, but also are a major factor in the spread of any fire. ny
materials burn with extreme rapidity and many generate dense quantitiesof smoke and/or toxic gases under heat or during combustion. In additionto the obvious potential toward increasing the physical mg eh=
building, the severe adverse life safety characteristics of many
materials have resulted in very specific criteria relating to



permissible flam spread and smoke development characteristic being
issued by DOD. It is recognized that much of the criticized construc-
tion is in the "self-help" category. However, the "self-help" program
does not permit violations of anyconstructionor life safety criteria.
Further, no alteration should be undertaken without the specific
approval of the station Facilities Engineer.

(i) Approximate Cost: Removal of material involves
principally labor only. Replacement with acceptable materials, in
those relatively few areas where actually, essential, is dependent
upon the specific materials purchased.

(2) Monetary Justification: Direct monetary considerations
are indeterminate, but the removal of the combustible materials cited
could reduce fire spread up to 50%.

(3) Life Safetx: The removal of the combustible material,
with the consequent decrease in the ability of fire to spread, can
have an important, although indeterminate, effect upon the life safety
potential.

(4) Strategic Importance: Although there is no definite
overall strategic importance, the increased fuel loading represented
by the cited materials could have an important bearing upon the
ability of the station to perform its assigned mission in the event
of a serious fire.

B-13-(77): Repair or replace all damaged emergency light units
and establish a schedule of maintenance to insure that batteries are
properly serviced and the lighting units are maintained in reliable
operating condition. Damaged, out of service, and vandalized emergency
lights were noted as follows:

(a) BEQ 4010: Southwest corridor, first floor. Northwest
corridor, first floor. Center corridor, first floor. Northeast
corridor, first floor. Southeast, northeast, and northwest corridors,second floor. North end of center corridor, third floor.

floors.
(b) BEQ 214: All emergency lights on the second and third

floors.
(c) BEQ 213: All emergency lights on the second and third

(d) Hangar 4100 (VMO): Emergency light in the Pump Room is
wired into the room lighting circuit so that when lights are turned off
the emergency light turns on. This unit must be wired between the
panel and the light .witeb so thse it comet "-"
failure. Batteries are constantly discharged at present.



Justification: Emergency lighting units and systems arerequired by NFPA-101, "Life Safety Code’", to be provided in buildingsand areas where, when nolal illumination is lost, the pathways to
the exits are no longer visible. Such units are also provided inoperationally critical areas so that essential functions can continue.
In sleeping occupancies, nighttime fires, coupled with loss of ACpower and obscuration due to smoke, can result in panic, injury, anddeath due to panic and confusion generated by the lack of visibility.

(i) Approximate Cost: $250 pr unit.

(2) Monetary Justification: Not applicable.
(3): Moderate

(4) .Strategic Importanco: None

-14-(77): Provide UL-llsted, pre-engineered, automatic andmanual, dry chemical extinguishing systems in the range exhaust hoodand exhaust duct systems in each of the following areas:
(a) Exchange Building 4126: Over the grill and deep fatfryer in the Snack Bar

(b) Officers’ Club Building 710:syst’em"of main Kitchen. In range exhaust hood

Snack Bar.
(c) Service Club Building 208: Range hood system in

Snack Bar.
(d) Bowling lley Building 205: Range hood system in

Justification: Commerclal-type cooking fires have been amatter of major concern and frequency for many years. The preponderance
of grease-producing types of cooking appears to be increasing ratherthan the reverse, with emphasis on hamburgers and french f=ies.When fires occur, the grease accumulation in hoods, filters, andexhaust ducts is usually ignited, producing an intensely hot firewhich is difficult to extinguish. Current DOD criteria requiresrange and filter systems to be provided with approved extinguishingsystems. The pre-engineered type is recommended as being the mosteconomical, fully effective system available.

(i) pproximate Cost: About $I,000 per system.
(2) >netary Justification: While it is not anticipatedthat a grease fie in any o-t--e u-, in question would result in

a total lugs o the building, it is anticipated that upwards of $15,000
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worth of equ+/-pment would be damaged and the station deprived of the useof the facility of 3 months or longer.

(3) Life Safety: Not a direct factor.

(4) Strategic Importance: Not a factor.

B-15-(.77): Remove, and prohibit further use of, the damaged,unguarded and unsafe small, bottled gas-fired space heaters used toheat "line shacks" and numerous other buildings throughout thestation.

Justification: The small space heaters in question are notsupported or attached to prevent accidental movement, and are attachedto the fuel supply cylinder by soft copper tubing which is easilykinked or broken by repeated accidental movement of the space heater.Even more hazardous is the-lack of a guard, or screen, on the radiantface of the heater to prevent accidental contact with combustiblematerial. Mostly located in structures lined with combustiblematerial and in areas subject to poor housekeeping, their continueduse involves a high potential for fire.

(i) Approximate Cost: $750 to replace present unit by anacceptable heating device, per location.

(2) Monetary Justification: In most locations, totaldestruction of the containing building, averaging $8,000, should beanticipated.

(3) .L...ife Safety: Light

(4) Strategic Importance: None

B-16-(64)(Revised): Provide a water supply system in the.800 Area capable of delivering the fire flow requirements establishedby NAVFAC DM-8. One method of accomplishing this is to make the.existing fire pumps in Building 2003 available to the 800 Area by thefollowing means:

(a) Remove the present check valve.in the 8-inch mainnear southwest side of the Pump House, Building 2003.

(b) Provide a post indicator valve to control the fillline for the 300,000 gallon aboveground water reservoir, Building2002. Valve to be normally kept closed and opened only to fillreservoir.

(c) Provide I=, p=operiy 1entified signals at theWater Treatment Building ii0 to indicate when the fire pumps in
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Building 2003 are operating.

(d) Overhaul and restore to full operation the controllerfor the electric motor driven fire pump, which has been out ofservice since early 1973.

(e) Complete the control wiring for the new gasolineengine controller and place this auxiliary drive system into fullautomatic operation.

Justification: Present arrangement of the pumping facility atBuilding 2003 permits these pumps to supply only the MOQ area and thearea immediately adjacent to the recently completed MABS Warehouse3525. The recommended alterations would permit the pumps to supplythe 800 Area, which includes several important buildings, where theavailable water is currently approximately 50% deficient.
(i) Aoximate Cost: About $7,500.

(2) Monetary Justification: Recommended changes wouldprovide substantial fire fighting water supply improvement to anarea where values may reach as high as $900,000.

(3) Life Safety: Not a direct factor.

(4) Strategic Importanc_ e: Not a direct factor.

B-17-(77): Remove unit air conditioners in fire walls andbrick up the openings to full wall thickness in each of the followinglocations:

(a) Hangar 4106: In stair tower fire wall, first floorof west end stair tower.

(b) Hangar 504: In fire wall Between hangar bay and bothlean-to areas.

Justification: It is essential that penetrations of any firewall be kept to a minimum in order to confine fire and smoke to thearea of origin. E%en openings must be made, it is essential thatthese openings be protected by automatic closing fire doors or fireshutters in order to maintain the integrity of the protection affordedby the fire wall. Unit air conditioners afford no fire resistance.When installed so that they take in air from the hangar bay to coolshops and offices, they can actually suck heat, smoke and flames intothe spaces they are intended to cool.

(I) pproxmate C----pe-.



(2) onetary Justification: As installed, the units violatethe fire integrity of buildings valued in excess of $2.5 million.
(3) Life Safety: The "nnit air conditioners can contributeto flooding shops and offices with smoke and toxic gases which couldbe a contributing factor in a loss of life.

(4) Strate$ic Importance: None

B-18-(77): Replace all missing sections of balcony guardrailon the second and-third floors of BEQ 4015.

Justification: Guardrails and their accessories and appurtenancesare provided on balconies, stairways, landings, etc. for the solepurpose of preventing injury and death. The stainless steel meshsections, each approximately 3’ X 4’, are not solely a decorativedevice, but are required by the "Life Safe Code" in order to preventpersonnel from falling, or being pushed, through the space between thebalcony deck and the upper guardrail. There appears to be a possibilitythat the missing sections are the result of a type of vandalism.
(i) Approximate Cost: $3,000

(2) Monetary Justlficatio: None

(3) Life Safety: Light

(4) Strategic Importance: None

B_-19-(77): Repair or replace the time/date stamp unit for thebase fire alarm system recorder in the fire alarm headquarters of thefire station. Present unit no longer advances and "year" wheel ranout several years ago. All alarms over the telegraphic system arenow automatically dated "May 37, 11:55 P.M., 1958".

Justification: NFPA-72D, roprletary Signaling Systems", isthe governing standard for the type of base fire alarm system providedat this activity. One of the several requirements of this standard isthat the alarm recording device shall be arranged to automaticallyrecord the time and date of each alarm. In the event of a serious fire,it is oft-times essential to the investigation to pinpoint the precisetime of alarm transmittal. Further, this automatic record may bevery important in pinpointing equipment malfunctions, delayedtransmissions or similar maintenance-type incipient problems.

(I) Approximate Cost: $250_
ca on: Not a direct factor, althoughproper recording may be a very useful tool in the investigation of the



Commissary 414
Warehouse 416

increasing incidence of incendiary fires.
(3): Not a factor.
(4): Not a factor..B-.20-(77) Provids.t=atzon telegraphic fire ata--n automatac mergencv

L=uzo, either bv we .="" system and f
w ,v== system for rhe=az battery Stand-by l=.a.zarm headquartersmore automatic emergency generators, as is

,, uy connection to two orProprietary Signaling Systems". required by NFPA-72D,
Ju_stlflcation: At one time, a secondary power Supply for the

base fire alarm system was available from an automatic engine-driven
generator. Due to the failure of a component in the electrical
system from the generator, a number of years ago,
output became incompatible with fire alarm system requirements and the

connection was discontinued. As
the generator

a result, the entire base fire alarm

system and fire department radio is out of service during any power

outage. It is for this reason that NFPA-72D requires automatic stand-

by power t. uSaatel:uiclbnlt
the system for

24 hours

batteries, r It is estimated that sufficient$5,000 range. controls and installation Would be in the
(2) Moneta,,by power system: Failure to provide the stand-a +/-00,000 loss due to delayed alarm.

transmit an c
ucould be a contributing efl res z tin loss of life in certain types of

(4): Not a direct factor.oB2l!!!Revlsed): Provide complete automatic sprinkler
protection throughout each of the following buildings, and connect

the systems electrically to the station fire alarm system:
ApProximat--Buildzn

Contents Val.-- Acquisition
^u Cost of Bld-. _pprox. CostHangar 840

$900,000
$88,000

o Com fiance"0" Club 710 Not a factor $35,000Exchanv 232 $i88,000$400,000
$90,000 $165,000 $25,000

$40,000
Variable $45,000

$17,000$ii, 000
$9,000



Justification: Sprinkler protection continues to be one of the
most effective means of fire detection and loss minimization. Where
substantial amounts of combustible wood paneling and similar highly
combustible interior finish materials exist, good sprinkler protection
appreciably reduces the life safety hazard present in such materials.
Current DOD criteria requires sprinkler protection throughout air-
craft hangars, warehouses, and combustible morale, welfare andrecreational facilities as well as in structures representing high
monetary values or housing critical materials.

(1): See table.
(2) Mon____9_etary Justificati0: See table.
(3) Life Safe: Deemed potentially710. Not a majofactor in the other buildings,

moderate in "0" Club

(4)ortance: None
]22-(77): Either completely clean out and cleanup Auto Hobby

Shop Building 828, bringing wiring, heating and conditions of use up
to current acceptable good practice, or prohibit further use of this
building until such time as it can be demolished.

Justification: Building 828 is a ve, old, mostly 1-story
wood frame structure. It is termite-ridden, dilapidated, grease-saturated in part, trashy, and with little or no consideration given
to fundamental housekeeping or trash and junk removal. In thecondition in which it was found during this survey, it constitutes
one of the more severe fire hazards on the station.

(i) A_ximate Cost: Built in 1952 as a temporarystructure, the initial acquisition cost was $27,757.that to restore the building to acceptable condition
It is estimatedthe $35-50,000 range, would cost in

$27,757.
(2) Monetary Justification: Building acquisition cost is"
(3) Life Safet Due tothe sir " the en ,, ,,ucture, llfe safet .g erally open sta

possibility of f
Y potential is deemed slih

tus of
= xlgnters or s-e^ however, thene event of a fire ,, w_j=uors Delng seriousl in"s uu De dlscounted. Y 3ured mn

() Strategic: None
-23-(77): Prepare a project to renlaceused as conductor-- zn the &ration exterio- [ j ,,,u, pairs

e+/-egrapNic fire alarm
system by heavier gauge wire with heavier insulation.
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Justification: Numerous problems are being experienced with
continuing grounds in the telegraphic fire alarm cable system. The
telephone pairs used in this system are very. susceptible to grounding
due to moisture and to mechanical injury because of the small gauge
wire and lightweight insulation. It appears that cable replacement
is the only long-term solution.

(i) Approximate Cost: $75,000

(2) Monetary Justification: The telegraphic fire alarm
system is the "first line" means of notification in many important
buildings where values exceed $i,000,000.

(3) Life Safety: Moderate

(4) Strategic Importance: None

8. MAJOR CHANGES:

A noncombustible, sprinklered Ground Support Equipment Building is
nearing completion in the 4000 Area ofthe station. This facility is
intended to serve as a maintenance and storage facility for all ground
support equipment used on the station.

Hangar .4100, a single-module hangar, previously reported as under
construction has been completed. This hangar is provided with a
foam/water deluge system and a fire evacuation alarm system. Two
2000 GPM diesel engine driven automatic fire pumps, rated at 120 PSI,
supply the necessary water for sprinkler protection.

A new noncombustible Flight Simulator Building is under construc-
tion near Dispensary 302. This building will be sprinklered and be
provided with a fire evacuation alarm system. CO2 hose reel and
underfloor flooding systems are being provided for electronics areas.

The station Water Treatment Plant has been enlarged to also handle
the needs of adjoining Camp Geiger.

9. WATER FLOW TEST DATA:

Static Residual Flow Required Available
Area PSI PSI GPM @ 20 PSI @ 20 PSI

3000 60 (See Note i Below) I000 GPM @ 40 PSI

4000 BEQ’s 62 52 1125 750 2400

i00 BEQ’s 65 60 1240 750 4000

MEMQ 67 37 860 500 ii00
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
ATLANTIC DIVISION

NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23511

I’L’P ON E NO.

444-9949
AUTOVON 564-9949
N FEPLY REFE TO.

408 EPT jmf
II320/NEW RIVER

? FP 1983

o-om: Commander, Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command

T?:ommandant of the Marine Corps
Via: I) Commanding Officer, Marine Corps Air Station (H), New River, North

Carolina 28545
(2) Assistant Chief of Staff for Facilities, Marine Corps ’Base, Camp

Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

Subj: Report of Fire Protection Engineering Survey; forwarding of:

Ref (a) NAVMATINST I1320.6B
(b) MCO PII000.11

Encl: (i) Subject Report (3 copies)

I. Subject survey was conducted in conformance with the requirements of
references (a) and (b). The report is forwarded as enclosure (i).

2. Action required of addressee:
Reference (a) establishes the following procedures:

a. Appropriate action relating to the recommendations in the report
should be initiated in accordance with normal command support and
funding procedures.

The originator of the report shall be advised of the action taken or
proposed on the Engineering Priority Recommendations within 60 days of
receipt of’the report.

3. Any questions or comments concerning the subject report should be directed
to Mr. E. P.. Thomas, Code 408, telephone (804) 444-9949.

Copy to: (w/encl).’
CNO
CHNAVMAT
NAVFAC (04F)
CMC (iFF)

K. E. GODFREY
By direction





MARINE CORPS AIR STATION (HELICOPTER)

NEW RIVER

JACKSONVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING SURVEY REPORT

15 SEPTEMBER 1983
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FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING SURVEY REPORT

DATE OF REPORT: 15September 1983

I. NAVAL SHORE INSTALLATION/ACTIVITY: Marine Corps Air Station (Helicopter)

LOCATION: New River, Jacksonville, North Carolina

2. DATES OF SURVEY: 22 August I September 1983 (72/24)

DATE OF LAST REPORT: 15 September 1980

3. SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS

A moderately sized helicopter air station located about six miles from the
city of Jacksonville, North Carolina. This activity supplies all helicopter
support for the Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina and is an
adjunct to that base.

Although the majority of buildings are non-combustible a number of World
War II combustibl structures remain in use. With the principal exception of
the Child Care Center, life safety features are generally well arranged.

4. MAJOR CHANGES

a. A new Marine Corps Exchange, a large Combat Vehicle Maintenance Shop,
and a fair sized lean-to addition to. Haggar 4108 have all been constructed
since the last survey. All of these structures are sprinklered "and provided
with fire/evacuation alarm systems.

b. A new enlisted club is nearing.completion. This 1-story
non-combustible structure is sprinklered and provided with a fire/evacuation
alarm system.

C. A new Seaboard radio-type, station-wide, exterior fire reporting
system is nearing completion. All alarms will be transmitted to Fire Alarm
Headquarters, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune and all fire apparatus is
dispatched from Fire Alarm Headquarters. As a part of this contract, new
building fire/evacuation alarm systems are being installed in bout 26
buildings (to the limit of funds available@. The old type systems which
’previously existed in these buildings used individually coded manual stations,
etc., which did not lend themselves to conversion for compatibility with the
new exterior system.

5. FIRE PREVENTION PROGRAM COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a. One full time fire prevention inspect0ris assigned to this activity.
TLhis ha eulL=d i improved housekeeping, beer care of flammable liquids,
and improved attention to the proper types of interior finish materials. J
Building inspections are being conducted at .the prescribed frequencies. Not,0’
all. fire protection deficiencies are being brought to command attention /u
however. This is due, in part, to the fact that a number of years ago the 2!fre-prevention inspectors were directed to stop writing up certain .n
conditions, despite their serious nature /42[





b. Recommendations:

(I) Fire prevention inspectors should document all fire prevention
discrepancies and forward these, together with appropriate recommendations, to

the individual in responsible charge. In those instances where corrective
action is byond the capability of the individual in charge of the particular
space or building, the discrepancy and recommendation should be-brought to the

attention of higher authority for appropriate action. The storage on the

loading dock of Group Supply Warehouse’424 is a case in point.

(2) The fire prevention inspector assigned to this activity should
attend the National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA) "Life Safety Code
Seminar" during the next year.

6. MAINTENANCE OF FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a. For all practical purposes the maintenance_of sprinkler system, fire
alarm system,.and orher fire protection systems at this activity is 0%
non-existent. Preventive maintenance and routine testing is not being
accomplished and repair.s, when done, are being done by personnel unskilled in
the repair of fire protection systems and with the use of improper parts and
components. This.condition has reached serious proportions in that,
currently, sprinkler systems in early all of the six principal aircraft’l I .
hangars are either ot of service in part or in obvious unreliable condition.

b. Recommendations

(i) Either establish thhecesgary position and employ a full-time
experienced sprinkler mechanic, or contract with a reliable, responsible
sprinkler firm to provide the required repair, maintenance, and testing
services.

(2) Establish a maintenance program on all fire protection systems,
following the guidelines set forth in MO-IIT, "Maintenance of Fire Protection
Systems."

7. WATER SUPPLYSYSTEM

The water distribution system consists of 6-inch to 18-inch mains which
are generally well-looped in the industrial area. Two elevated tanks (one
300,000 gallons and one 350,000 gallons) float on the system. Water source is
by a series of wells feeding the Water Treatment Plant which includes a

200,000 gallon aboveground reservoir. A booster pump station, Building 2003,.
located not far fom old Hanga; 840, has two 750 GPM booster pumps to boost
pressure and volme in the MOQ area, but is not arranged to affect the area
around Ha6ga[ 840 where volume and pressure have always been seriously
deficient.





WATERFLOW TEST DATA

MEASUREMENTS:
STATIC RESIDUAL FLOW AVAILABLE REQUIRED

LOCATION PSI PSI GPM GPM @ 20 PSI GPM @ PSI

New Exchange 70 50 965 1600 ii00 @ 20

Vehicle Shop 4157 62 60 1230 6000 1250 @ 20

MOQ Area 63 12 200 180 * 500 @20

Warehouse 3525 60 12 150 135 * 1800 @ 40

Hangar 840 64 I0 380 340 2500 @ 20

O-Club 70 20 630 630 * i000 @ 20

* These areas depend upon the two 750 GPM @ 85 PSI booster pumps in
Building 2003 torovide the required pressure and volume. Only one of the
two pumps is operational and this’pump is set on "manual" rather than
automatic, Tests were conducted on the basis of "normal" conditions.

8. ENGINEERING RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Priority:

These recommendations involve major life safety hazards or conditions
which could severely impact on the activity’s ability to accomplish vital
missions, and are those for which attention and resources should be directed.





RECOflENDATION P-I-83: Take immediate steps to restore the protective systems
in Hangars 504, 515, 518, 4100, and 4108 to full operational service. Typical
discrepanciere as follows:

a. Hangar 504: Four of six deluge systems are out of service, due to a
burned-out air compressor motor for the HAD system. This condition has existed
for approximately 1-year. .I,,

b. Hangar 515: Battery back-up pDwer system for deluge valves out of service.

c. Hansar 518: Lever-operated deluge system remote manual release devices
have been replaced with globe valves..

d. Hangar 4100: Foam system out of service and shut off. Lining in foam
storage tanks has possibly deteriorated. Foam concentrate is contaminated,
possibly with tank lining residue. Contamination of foam prevents valves (check
valves, relief valves, and deluge valves) from seaing properly. Piping system
has leaks at nearly all threaded joints because piping is not properly made into
the fittings. Oscillating nozzles will not oscillate due to corrosion, in water
motors.

e. angar 4108: One poer supply panel, supplying el al power
to six deluge systems has had al wires cut. A second power supply panel
controlling the remaining two deluge systems has been removed entirely. One
equipment shed dry pipe sprinkler valve is out of service due to a faulty air
compressor. Dry pipe valve in other former equipment shed now permanently "wet"
with alarms shut off.

JUSTIFICATION:

(1) Supporting Statement: The apparent lack of qualified maintenance and
repalr of the sprinkler equipment in these hangars has existed over a
long period. A number of items are simple to correct yet completely
negate the ability of the protective systems to function. Since the
effect o.inadequate maintenance is cumulative, the reliability of
the protective systems in all of these hangars is seriously in
question.

(2) Code/criteria reference: DOD 4270.I-M; NFPA-409, "Aircraft Hangars";
NFPA-13, "Sprinkler Systems"; and MO-II7, "Maintenande of Fire
Protection Systems."

(3) Approximate current cost of accomplishin$ recommendation: 30,000.

(4) Estimated replacement value at risk: 30 million or more may be
#ep[esented in any one hangar at any given time.

(5)

(6)

Estimated probable loss without implementation of recommendation:
30 million.

Estimated probable loss with implementation of recommendation:
$i00,000.

(7) Life Safety: Not a major factor.

(8) Strategic Importance: The loss of aircraft in any one hangar would
have a potentially .severe impact upon the mission of the activity.
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RECOMaMENDATION P-2-83: Relocate the Child Care Center, now in Building
604, to a building providing adequate spa6e and complying in all respects with
OPNAVINST 1700.9 and NFPA-101, "Life Safety Code."

JUSTIFICATION:

(I) Su{portin$ Statement: The present building is a small; overcrowded,
1-story concrete bloc, wood roofed, unsprinklered structure. Exit
doors are in-swinging and are’too narrow to permit the passage of
cribs. Two battery powered residential smoke detectors are provided
and the "fire alarm system" consists of a light switch controling one
120 VAC bell. No subdivision or smoke barriers are provided and the
number of attendants appears to be inadequate for the numbers and age
groups of the children. Children range in age from six months to
about four years. These age groups are those most susceptible to
death or injury in the event of fire.

(2) Code/criteria reference: OPNAVINST 1700.9, DOD 4270.I-M, and
NFPA-101, "Life Safety Code."

(3) Approximate current cost of accomplishin$ recommendation: i00,000
assuming .that an existing available building can be properly
converted.

(4) Life Safety: Potentially severe. It should be anticipated that up
to 15 children might be killed or injured during a serious fire in
the present building.





RECOMMENDATION P-3-83: Overhaul the fire pumps and controllers in Booster
Pump House 2003 to restore these pumps to fully reliable, fully automatic
condition in conformance with NFPA-20, "Centrifugal Fire Pumps." At the same
time, repipe the discharge from these pumps so that they will reinforce the
extremely deficient water distribution system in the vicinity of Hangar 840.

JUSTIFItATION:

(i) Supporting Statement: Little. or no maintenance or effective repair
work has been accomplished within Building 2003 since prior to 1973.
The controller for the electric motor on the dual drive pump has been
out of service since early 1973. The controller for the gasoline
engine driver for the same pump has been completely disconnected
since prior to 1977. (The gasoline engine can be started manually.)
The controller for the other, electrically driven only, fire pump is
set for manual start only. Due to a leaking gate valve, the pump
test header froze and split during January 1977 and is still in the
same. condition. All pressure gages in the pump installation are
damaged and completely inaccurate. Due to the remoteness of.this
pumphouse, considerable delay should be anticipated in getting pumps
"on line" in the event of a fire in the MOQ area where hydrant tests
during this survey, under "asis" conditions showed only 180 GPM
available at 20 PSI. Sprinklered Warehouse 3525 is also dependent on
these pumps-and current tests gave only 135 GPM available at 20 PSI
whereas 1800 GPM at 40 PSI is actially required. Recommendations
pertaining to making these pumps available to Hangar 840 area have
continued without accomplishment since 1964.

(2) Code/criteria reference: DODh270.I-M; NFPA-20, "Cent#ifugal Fire
Pumps."

(3) Approximate current cost of accomplishin$ recommendation: 50,000.

(4) Estimated replacement value at risk: $i million.

(5) Estimatedprobable losswithout implementation ofrecommendation:
$500,000.

(6) Estimated probable loss with implementation of recommendation:
$i00,000.

(7) Life Safety: Not a direct factor, although there is a moderate life
safety potential since the MOQ area is almost wholly dependent upon
thes pups for fire hydrant supply.





RECOMMENDATION P-4-83: Provide sprinklers under the canopy over the
.outside loading dock at Group Supply Warehouse 424. These sprinklers should
be for Extra Hazard Occupancy and supplied via an anti-freeze loop

JUSTIFICATION:

(I) Supporting Statement: Large quantities of flammable and combustible
material are permanently stored on the outside loading dock. This is
an unsprinklered area and large windows and loading doors communicate
with the loading dock. A fire in this storage could easily enter the
main warehouse area and overpower the sprinklers within the main
building. This condition has existed since prior to 1977.

(2) Code/criteria reference: DOD 4270.I-M; NFPA-13, "Installation of
Sprinkler Systems."

(3) Approximate current cost of accomplis.hin$_recommendation: 20,000.

(4) Estimated replacement value at risk: $5 million.

(5)

()

Estimatedprobable loss without implementation of recommendation:
$2milliQn.

Estimated probable loss with implementation of recommendation:
$150,000.

(7) Strate$ic Importance: .Unknown. The loss of stock in this building
might have an adverse imPc upon the mission of the activity.





RECOMMENDATION P-5-83: Relocate the supply of flammable and combustible
liquids from the loading dock of Group Supply Warehouse 424, to a small,
outside storage building located at least 50 feet from the main warehouse. As
an alternative to the above, a flammable liquid storage room may be
constructed adjoining the main warehouse. The supply of hazardous liquids may
be kept therein under the following conditions:

a. Storage room must be Of fire-resistive construction with at least
3hour fire-rated separation from main" warehouse with communicating door
opening thereto provided with 4-inch high curb or ramp, and floor drains
arranged to discharge to a safe outside location.

b. Provide continuous gravity or mechanical exhaust ventilation drawing
from the floor level on the exterior wall of room.

c. Provide all electrical lighting, wiring, and equipment within room to
be of type approved for Class I, Division 2," Hazardous Locations in accordance
with the National Electrical Code.

d. Provide automatic sprinkler protection in the Flammable Liquid Storage
Room.

JUSTIFICATION
(1) Supportin$ Statement: Large quantities of flammable and combustible

liquids in original shipping containers under open sided shipping
dock adjoining a majo warehouse is such that a potential for
ignition exists. Shoul- fire occur in this location, it is likely
that major damage to both he"uilding and its contents would result.

(2) Code/criteria reference: NFPA-30, "Flammable and Combustible Liquids
Code"; DOD 4270.I-M.

(3) Approximatecurrentcostof accomplishin$ recommendation: 50,000.

(4) Estimated replacement value at risk: 3 million.

(s) Estimatedprobable loss without implementation of recommendation:
$2 million based on a severe flammable liquids fire damaging building
and contents.

(6)

(7)

Estimated probable loss with implementation of recommendation:
$50,000 based on fire containment and prompt control.

Life sa@ety: Moderate. The possibility of a loss of life is
increased due to the lack of adequate storage facility and the
probability of a flash fire and/or explosion.





b. Important:

These recommendations are for the correction of hazardous conditions
considered as having significant impact potential but not of the critical
nature of those in Section A.

Station-wide:

1-1-83: Rework the LP gas" supplier’s contract to require that all
cylinder, regulator, and supply line installations comply with
NFPA-54, "National Fuel Gas Code", and NFPA-58, "Liquified
Petroleum Gases." The numerous unsatisfactory installations at
this activity have been a matter of concern for a number of
years. It is obvious that local codes, if any exist, are at
considerable variance from practices required in Department of
Defense establishments.

I2-83:- Provide pre-engineered dPy emical extinguishing
systems, complying with NFPA-17, "Dry Chemical Extinguishing
Systems", and NFPA-96, "Ventilation of Restaurant Cooking", in
O-Club 710, Bowling Alley 205, and Marina Building 2800.

I-3-8: Extend existing sprinkler protection to properly protect
the large spray painting booths recently installed in Hangar 4106,
Hangar 518, and GSE Shop 4146. These represent severe potential
fire hazards in otherwise sprinklered buildings.
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